
Space Goats on Acid
A collection of 5555 NFT algorithmically generated, hand-drawn art on  
the Solana blockchain, from the extraordinary mind of renowned artist

Ed Merlin Murray



Introduction
Welcome fellow traveller, to another dimension. 
A place of beauty, wonderment, myth, mystery and legend. All wrapped with a bundle of high tech 

wizardry and a 3D universe, the likes of which you have never before experienced.

Herewithin the bounds of this scripture you will find answers to your deepest questions, mainly 

pertaining to the project, not the universe; sorry, but you never know, the Space Goats have 

knowledge of which we can only dream.

We’ll be covering important topics such as:

• The Space Goats
• About the artist
• Composition of the Collection
• Special Editions & Rarity
• $CAPRA SPL Tokens
• The Utility & Cosmic Experience Generator
• Inter-dimensional Map 

• Community Vault
• MAPS donations
• The Team
• Collaborations & Marketing
• Risk & Reward
• Technology & Partners

*Please note that all information in this document is subject to change as required for the project to succeed.



Project Goals
What are the Space Goats & why should you care?!
Currently the route from Traditional artist to NFT artist is paved with difficulties, pitfalls, and risks. 

The Space Goats on Acid is the first project from The Fluxus Collective who are aiming to bridge 

the gap and bring fantastic, fanatic, established artists to the NFT world through a collection of 

unique and beautifully illustrated NFTs. 

There are four primary goals for The Space Goats on Acid project:

1. Bring a new and exciting collection of amazing illustrations and accompanying lore to the 

Solana NFT ecosystem

2. Pioneer a unique and highly immersive experiential NFT technique

3. Create a platform and audience for the on-boarding of incredible Traditional artists

4. Increase public awareness of the MAPS charity and the positive research around psychedelic 

molecules

Let’s get started...
Get yourself a beverage of your choice, pull up a comfy chair, and for that extra Space Goat 

experience pop on the amazing & official ‘Space Goats’ songs from Electrc Jehova Drum Machine, 

here’s the link: https://soundcloud.com/drneptunefingers/sets/spacegoats - as always this will 

sound better on some good quality headphones or sound system, so if you can, give it the love it 

deserves. Just to note also that the illustrations in this document are from the Space Goat collection.

So, if you are sitting comfortably, let’s begin by learning about the artist...

https://soundcloud.com/drneptunefingers/sets/spacegoats


About the artist
Ed Merlin Murray is a freelance artist, illustrator and animator with a prolific 

personal practice. His work is primarily rooted in drawing, usually using analog media, 

but in recent years he has moved into animation, and creates various types of work using

both digital and traditional methods.

Ed currently divides his time between the NFT space and traditional art world. His

commercial work is often based in the music industry and he has worked with a wide range of 

musicians on both major and independent labels to create unique and beautiful artwork for album 

covers as well as animated music videos. He has also worked with a number of International 

brands to create garment design, advertising and editorial content.

He is currently working with a number of international galleries and has solo shows planned for 

2022 in London, California & Florida. Ed is also a published artist with 2 critically acclaimed books 

of drawings to his name.

Ed’s foray into the NFT space began early in 2021 as the artist for Satoshi Faces and he quickly fell 

in love with the NFT Community. He went on to launch his own project on the Ether chain, Madame 

Sofia’s Oracle of Wisdom, and has now firmly planted his hooves in the Solana NFT world with 

Space Goats on Acid.

This current collection, Space Goats NFT, is deeply rooted in Murray‘s own personal strengths, 

using hand drawn pen & ink illustrations which are then coloured digitally, as the basis of the entire 

project. In Space Goats, Murray is utilising his own interplanetary travelling exploits along with his 

skills as a visionary artist to create a collection that showcases the psychedelic, the kaleidoscopic 

and the mind altering world that he can so effortlessly recreate on paper.

Find out more about Ed at:

his website here merlinmurray.co.uk 

Instagram here: www.instagram.com/e.merlinmurray/

"♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥" Wayne Coyne (The Flaming Lips)

https://merlinmurray.co.uk  
https://www.instagram.com/e.merlinmurray/


The collection 5555 NFTs is composed of algorithmically generated art made of a combination of 

up to 14 different layers from a library of well over 250 illustrations from the amazing mind of Ed 

Merlin Murray. These were all hand drawn in pen and ink on Bristol board and coloured digitally. 

These elements are arranged according to a carefully defined calculation to assign a rarity to each 

trait, this means some will appear more than others.  

The Space Goats are made up of the following elements:

• 144 kaleidoscopic backgrounds

• 77 traits with multiple positions and combinations

• 5 atoms (These are important, we’ll be coming back to these later)

• 9 Space Goat initial forms 

• Alternative eyes, horns, ears, third eyes, beards, necklaces & colours

In addition to the specially generated art Ed has hand crafted an additional 54 super rare editions 

which have been mixed randomly into the collection. 

• 18 Ultra rare Illusory versions

• 18 Ultra rare Cosmic versions

• 18 Ultra rare animated versions

Each unique NFT includes:

• Full commercial rights to the holder

• 100% quality JPG 1080px @ square 

• Ultra Quality PNG 4000px @ square

• 1 $CAPRA token for use in the Cosmic Experience Generator

NFT Collection Composition



Imagine a door. Stop. Open the door and buckle your seatbelt.
Each of the Space Goat NFT features one of the following goats. Every goat has a back story which 

can be found in the The Space Goat Lore Pt I appendix. Each of the goats has many different 

forms, alternative colours, facial features and additions all depending on the phase of its existence. 

The Space Goats

Read more Cosmic Goat Lore in the Appendix

Silen Nubiana Antethis Hircus Nihil Capra

Tempes Aegagrus (Skull)

Gluon Sibirica Empyrean Falconeri

Tempes Aegagrus Elvig Oreamnos

Lumina Ibex



Sample Composition

Geminus
Only 2 Items are included (Left & Right) and 

they are identical

Trinitus
All 3 items are included (Top, Left & Right) 

and they are identical

Deus II (Below)

Dextera
(Right Items)Sinistre

(Left Items)

Third Eye

Mouth Beard

Face

Eyes

Atom
Background

Blotter (Squares)

Deus I (Above)

Dextra
(Right Items)Sinistre

(Left Items)

Mouth

Face

Necklace

Eyes

Atom
Background

Blotter (Squares)



Special Editions
Each of the Space Goats have two incarnations (colours). Each of these 18 Space Goats have three 

Special Edition NFTs hidden throughout the collection. One of each of the following portals: 

Rarity
When programming the generation for the collection from their constituent layers, we took a 

fantastic piece of image generation software: ‘Skeleton Crew’s Treat Toolbox’, and modified it in 

a way that allowed us to process our high quality PNG layer files and utilise parallel processing to 

massively decrease the time to generate a set, and check for errors.

Our collection is made up from a combination of 14 different traits, and hundreds of trait values to 

ensure that every NFT was unique in it’s own way, but with a very high level of composition and 

design.

Alongside the collection we have released a rarity calculator for users to see how rare their Space 

Goat is in the context of the entire collection of 5555 NFTs. This will help users calculate a value if 

they find the time has come to part with their Space Goat. 

Space Portal [18/5555]
This special subset was hand 
crafted, and includes distant 
space backgrounds.

Illusory Portal [18/5555]
Sometimes your eyes can play 
tricks on you, other times you 
are looking into one of Ed’s 
Brain melting visions.

Motion Portal [18/5555]
This Animated subset brings 
the artist’s creations to life 
though animations and video 
NFTs.



The Utility
You know the old adage: 

‘Behind every great NFT is a mind blowing 3D experiential utility!’.

That is what they say, go check it out if you don’t believe me... I’ll wait... 

After some time we are approaching the end of development of our virtual 3D world - ‘The Cosmic 

Experience Generator’. This will be released before the end of the mint through our website 

spacegoatsonacid.com. 

The Experience is a browser based self contained virtual world; it works with the webGL processing 

capabilities of your graphics card to bring a smooth and highly immersive ‘virtual trip’.

Holders first collect the required atoms to form one of the spirit molecules, left behind by the Space 

Goats. Following the fusion of these atoms on the website, a new NFT is dropped directly into the 

holder’s wallet. This entirely new NFT is a fully engaging visual feast, 3D enabled, and more alive 

than you could imagine a traditional NFT could be. The assets for the experience are imported 

directly from the NFTs the user has selected, so the rarer the Space Goats used to create the 

experience, the rarer the experience will be!

What’s even better is that your experience is generated into its own individual NFT! The user can 

hodl or sell on secondary marketplaces. 

The Elemental Atoms
Each Space Goat NFT has embedded within it’s structure one of five atoms. It is important to know 

which atom you have so it can be combined correctly in the Cosmic Experience Generator.

CarbonNitrogen Hydrogen Oxygen Phosphorous

The atoms can be identified in one of two ways. Users can either count the number of electrons in the 

shells behind their goats and match them up to the element in the periodic table or a considerably 

easier method is to just take a look at the metadata either on the chain or the website. 



Cosmic Experience Generator
Users visit the website, connect their SOL wallet holding their NFTs and select the 3-5 compatible 

Space Goat NFT atoms to use in the generator machine to form one of the molecules with the 

power of $CAPRA Fusion Energy.

To perform the fusion the user must have a sufficient supply of $CAPRA tokens. In the initial phase 

this is set at 1 $CAPRA per ATOM to be combined. Therefore DMT requires 3 $CAPRA, and LSD 4 

$CAPRA, and so on.

The Cosmic Experience Generator will import all of the assets and combine these with the selected 

molecule to form a unique and custom 3D experience for the holder. A new NFT is then minted and 

sent to the user,. This includes the combined traits of the constituent NFTs, and unique animation 

attached to the metadata, providing the link for the custom experience to the user. This can also be 

used for iframe enabled PFP sites.

The NFTs which were used to create the molecule are marked as

depleated and cannot be reused to make additional experiences, at least

in this iteration of the project anyway.  

DMT
Carbon + Hydrogen + Nitrogen = Dimethyltryptamine 

LSD
Carbon + Hydrogen + Nitrogen + Oxygen = Lysergic Acid Diethylamide

Psilocybin (Shrooms)
Carbon + Hydrogen + Nitrogen + Oxygen + Phosphorus = Psilocybin

The Chemistry
When a holder has collected several Space Goat NFTs, they want to know how they can combine 

them, and what are the possible molecules they can create. This is the starting point for their 

experience selection, and is likely to have additions in the future as the system develops further. 



The Cosmic Experience
Features and Vision

• The Cosmic Experience is a unique 3D browser based experience, so no downloads required.

• The Cosmic Experience is generated from the traits from the composite NFTs.

• Each of the Space Goats on the NFTs are recreated from their components inside the 3D 

realm.

• Rare combinations of NFTs will create super rare experience NFTs.

• Each Experience includes a trait for one of the initial 3 molecule options:

* Psilocybin

* LSD 

* DMT

• Each molecule trait includes complete set of parameters and effects which are applied to the 

generated Cosmic Experience .

• These effects bring the already immersive 3D experience to life with mind bending interactions 

and movements.

• The Experience will be Virtual Reality Enabled for complete immersion following thorough 

testing to ensure the correct balance between intensity and madness.

• The Cosmic Experience will be expanded with additional experiences

* Purchase with $CAPRA.

* Special experiences for exclusive collaborations.

• There is the option to import other NFT collections into the generation process

* Collaborations 

* Fluxus Collective projects. 

• The Cosmic Experience is our own webGL standalone Metaverse. 

• There is the possibility to bring it to the wider ‘Metaverse’ in the future.



Collection Snapshot
Testing the Cosmic Experience Generator Engine

To ensure we have a complete dataset, and all the assets load successfully into the Cosmic 
Experience Generator, the full collection has been rebuilt from the constituent trait assets inside 
The Engine. This allows us a snapshot of a part of the collection without the backgrounds for your 
viewing pleasure.



The $CAPRA SPL Token
What is even a SPL token I hear you cry? Well...

An SPL Token is a fungible token program on the Solana blockchain similar to 

ERC-20 on Ethereum.  These tokens can be used to represent value, and also allow 

holders to be identified, and used within products and services (amongst many other things).

The Space Goats have created an SPL token called $CAPRA which is officially registered with the 

network and will be used throughout the Space Goat Realm, and beyond.

Please see our upcoming Tokenomics paper for details on:
• Distribution
• Value
• Volume
• Staking
• and more...

Uses for $CAPRA
Initially $CAPRA will be used to gain exclusive access to the sale of the Space Goats on Acid.

The purchase of a Space Goat requires the customer to own a $CAPRA token. This is to ensure 

exclusivity of the NFTs for an initial period. 

$CAPRA tokens will also be used within the first Utility for the project, The Cosmic Experience 

Generator. This is covered in more detail below. $CAPRA will be used as energy in the generation 

processes of the tokens, and used to purchase additional experiences and upgrades. 

Additionally $CAPRA tokens will eventually have use in the real world. We are seeking 

collaborations with head-shops and Ayahuasca retreats where the $CAPRA token 

will offer holders discounted prices. 

Future drops from Fluxus Collective will use either Space Goats or $CAPRA as a

Mint Pass.

To facilitate the use of $CAPRA in the wider world, the token will be listed for sale

and purchase on Digital exchanges.

  



The Space Goats Inter-dimensional Map
Roads?! Where we’re going We don’t need Roads!!!
So you probably want to know what we have planned for this journey of inter-dimensional 

proportions. Here’s some of the things we have in the pipeline for the Space Goats on Acid project.

  1. Create Cosmic Experience Generator

2. Create 3D Experience NFT made from your combined NFT traits and assets

3. Experience altered by the psychedelic molecule you create when combining 3-5 

atoms in a precise order

4. VR Enabled for your tripping pleasure

5. Community payback fund DAO / 25% Secondary Sales share

* Buy floor

* Buy other nft projects

* Fractionalized NFT ownership options

6. Payouts in $CAPRA

7. Retreats and Headshop collaborations

8. Exclusive Merchandise for $CAPRA holders

9. Use of token (NFT / Molecule / CAPRA) to offer reduced price for products in head-

shops and retreats for Ayahuasca.

10. Cosmic Experience enhancements which can be purchased  

through $CAPRA tokens:

* Additional music / sounds

* Additional effects 

◊ Coffee

◊ Fluorine (turbocharge)

◊ Redbull

◊ THC

◊ Ketamine

◊ PCP / etc

11.  Exclusive experiences for collaborator projects, plus custom SPL integrations

12. Combine multiple molecules for crazy fucking shit

13. Exciting future drops from The Fluxus Collective

14. 3d Sound with Dolby Atmos



MAPS - Donation
Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies
Before the mid 60s when psychedelic drugs were banned throughout most of the western world, 

researchers, scientists and psychologists were beginning to understand some of the healing powers 

of these incredible chemicals. This included resolving deeply seated mental issues, and PTSD, 

helping with hard drug addiction along with many other relationship and psychological problems.

MAPS actively works in changing perceptions to make it possible for psychedelic medicine to 

make a difference for people with debilitating mental health issues. Now we are seeing the ever 

increasing interest in big pharmaceutical companies into this field of research, after all nobody is 

really satisfied with the current available solutions. 

We believe that this is something that can make a real positive difference with thousands of 

peoples lives. We don’t mean for recreation, we mean for real positive change and resolution of 

serious and often debilitating problems. Therefore a percentage of final sales will be donated to the 

Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Research (MAPS) which the entire team holds dear to 

their little goat hearts.

If the project sells out, then this will represent a sizable 5 figure sum.

Secondary Marketplaces
But how do I get one after they have all sold out? I NEED ONE?!
For people who aren’t lucky enough to mint before we are sold out we have teamed up with the top 

two secondary marketplaces on Solana: Magic Eden and exchange.art. We have 

also joined with Yawww to facilitate Solana NFT Trading for Space Goats. 

So if you need to visit the cosmic dimension, or add another atom to your 

collection, you won’t miss the bus for the trip of a lifetime. 



Marketing & Collaborations
Gaining exposure and exclusivity for the Space Goats on Acid
Every project needs to be seen or it’s going nowhere. We have some special plans including 

producing some really special accompanying artwork for collaborations with established projects, 

and exciting Twitter Spaces with industry leaders and blue chip NFT projects.

We will be announcing these in the upcoming days through our Twitter and Discord channels.

Community Fund / Vault
Building something bigger together and supporting other projects
25% of all secondary sale revenue will be placed into a community fund to be reinvested into 

other NFT projects. Holders of Space Goat NFTs and Cosmic Molecules will be entitled to a share 

according to the following:

* Unused Space Goat NFT - 1 share

* DMT holders - 4 shares

* LSD holders - 6 shares

* Psilocybin holders - 8 shares

* Full collection of all three molecules - 20 shares

Total shares are calculated and Shareholding of fund distributed among shareholders accordingly.

Full details of shareholding and distribution to be released following confirmation and approval by 

our legal team. Please check back or ask for more details as we investigate fractionalized NFTs 

and their applications.

Space Goats NFT@S_G_O_A_T spacegoatsonacid.com

https://t.co/jPIzCroNFl
https://twitter.com/S_G_O_A_T
https://spacegoatsonacid.com


The Fluxus Collective
Exciting upcoming collections from traditional artists
The Space Goats on Acid are the first of many collections to be released by the Fluxus Collective.

The Fluxus Collective was formed by a group of highly creative friends from different specialist 

fields, who are focused around bringing traditional artists over to the NFT world to create some 

unique and stunning pieces of art. 

Originally brought about through the ideas of John Cage - ‘Fluxus’ were a group of artists from 

different fields who came together in the 60s and 70s to create experimental art and new art forms 

around the world. We have evolved and enhanced their vision and are bringing it to the 21st century 

and the web3 stage.

 Δ Fluxus is an attitude. It is not a movement or a style.

 Δ Fluxus is collaborative. 

 Δ Fluxus artists use a range of media, playing with forms, styles and processes for NFT art.

 Δ Fluxus is individual. The art reflects the mind and ethos of each independent creator.

 Δ Each member brings a unique insight to the NFT art space.

 Δ Fluxus is fun. Humour and play are an important element in Fluxus.

The Fluxus Collective are very proud to announce the next artist’s collection to be released exclusively 

on Solana: Mr Jim Stoten. Over the last several years Jim’s unique style and fun illustrations have 

been commissioned for an impressive list of clients including MTV, Habitat, Levi’s, Urban Outfitters 

and The Guardian. He frequently exhibits his work in galleries around the globe. 

He draws all the time, and when he is not drawing he is doing something else.

SPACE GOAT HOLDERS WILL BE ENTITLED TO EXCLUSIVE EARLY ACCESS!



The Core Team

Merlinchild
Ancient Astronomy Theorist
Illustrator extraordinaire and 
frequent interplanetary astral 
traveller, Ed brings back the 
visions he collects on his third 
eye travels and renders them in 
pen and ink for humankind to 
witness, should they dare.

Olaf K
Pineal Commander
Interdimensional cosmic 
devlord, Olaf resides in his alpine 
stronghold, behind a bank of 400 
glittering monitors. Bringing to 
you only the freshest goatcode, 
incomprehensible to mere 
mortals.

Joe Conan
Captain Capricorn
Dev Prince among men, Conan 
brings years of steadfast wisdom 
and blue-chip tech knowledge to 
the team. Highly skilled in many 
development languages and 
technologies. 

Soph M
Professor of Planetary Planes
Discord Dame, Twitter Temptress, 
Witchy Wordsmith and Marketing 
Master.

Kallie
Marketing and general genius
Cryptocurrency market and 
general marketing expert, Kallie 
brings further experience and 
skills to the team.

Ash S
Intergalactic Coding Master 
A master of all things code, 
there is nothing he cannot read 
or write. A C++ developer with 
incredible depth of knowledge 
across multiple facets of 
programming and 3D languages. 

Discord Team Ultimate Goats
• Ben | Lovely LIttle Goat

• Capt. Hooftrip

• CryptoHaulic84

• ZoomieNFT.eth

• Btorn Goaty McGoatface

• Mustangrxt

• TaeKwonKrypto

• Snarklepie

Goat Advisors



Technology & Partners
Our trusted platforms for Blockchain and image generation

Solana
Blockchain Technology

We love Solana because of it’s low energy consumption, and they claim to be 

fully carbon neutral.  This, combined with efficiency, high speed and low gas 

fees make it a fantastic choice for the future. The technology has fantastic 

potential and is still young, leaving so much room for growth.

Metaplex
Candy Machine V2

We had originally developed our system on a modified version of CM v1 to try 

to combat bots and pre-sale lists in our own way. Then they bought out the 

excellent Candy Machine 2, which offered the possibility to use SPL tokens, 

so we upgraded our system to use this instead. 

Skeleton Crew
Treat Toolbox

As mentioned earlier we used a highly customised version of the Treat Toolbox 

to generate our collection. We then submitted some of these changes back 

to the main repository, where they have now been merged into main.

Secondary Marketplaces & Trading Platforms



Risks & Mitigations
Honestly assessing the project’s prospects

Is there a risk of the project being lost in the sea of NFT projects?
Of course there is always a risk that the project does not get enough exposure to make it a success. 

We are in the process of finalising some very high profile collaborations to help gain a following. 

These will be highly beneficial to both parties.

We are also announcing numerous industry based Twitter Spaces, these involve large industry 

names, experts, along with both successful minted and upcoming projects. These spaces will not 

talk directly about the Space Goats project in detail, but aim to offer insight to other people into the 

processes and some resources for them to improve their own projects, and thereby the quality of 

Solana NFT projects as a whole.

One of the key differentiating features for the Space Goats on Acid project is the truly exceptional 

artwork and unique NFTs for all holders. Included with every one is a lossless png 4000 pixels 

square which can be downloaded and printed with fantastic results up to sizes of A1.

With the release of the Cosmic Experience Generator Utility, the full vision of the project can be 

shared easily for the first time in a mind blowing 3D experience. This, coupled with the unique 

experiential NFT which can be generated by the user will set us apart and prepare people for the 

Metaverse in a completely new manner.

Is there a risk of the project not selling out so I never know the true rarity of my NFT?
To ensure this is not even a possibility we have introduced a new deflationary burning method for 

the project. Following an initial 4 weeks of exclusive sale, where the buyer will require $CAPRA 

token to complete a purchase, we will commence the public mint. 

If following the first week of public sale, there are un-minted Space Goats, we will burn 100 of these 

NFTs. The following week if there are still Space Goats un-minted, we will burn 200 Space Goats. 

This will continue until an absolute maximum of week 9 when all the remainder will be gone, and 

the complete collection rarity will be set.



Risks & Mitigations II
Honestly assessing the project’s prospects

How do we know who is behind this project?
Here at Space Goats we’re actually part of a bigger group called the Fluxus Collective. This 

collective is a set of completely doxxed team members working collaboratively across multiple 

projects for multiple artists. It’s part of a movement, just like the original Fluxus - I know you’ve 

heard of that before, right? We are here for the long term, and we believe in bringing art to projects. 

You remember real art right? Often in galleries and stuff like that IRL, well Fluxus are bringing those 

people with real talent, and a following in the real world, into the NFT market.

So you see, there’s support behind the Space Goats project, we are operating as transparently as 

possible, if you have a question just ask us, we will answer honestly. Come on a Twitter Space and 

meet us if you need more convincing.

But... But... when The Utility?
We are working like demons to get this the first version of this live before the start of the public mint. 

We have proof of concept for every part of it, including the shaders, movements, and positioning 

systems, so it’s a case of joining all the dots and wrapping it up in a beautiful and robust package.   

How can we be sure communications are from you?
All our communications are on the official twitter page, and in the official discord #general and 

#announcements channels.

Please be wary of suspicious links. We will never DM you a mint link. 

When joining Discord, please disable the option to receive DMs from server members by following 

the guide in #get-verified. All official announcements will ONLY be in the #general channel or 

#announcements. Be safe everyone!

What is your stance on these molecules?

First lets be clear. Neither The Fluxus Collective or Space Goats on Acid projects condone the 

consumption of illegal drugs. So always check the laws were you are. We do believe that 

when used correctly these molecules can be beneficial which is why we support MAPS, in

the hope that one day we can effectively help people with a range of issues in their lives.



Conclusion tl;dr
Just in case you need a quick overview

If you’ve made it this far, thanks so much for reading! 

If on the other hand you’ve just skipped straight to the end, you’ve missed 

loads of great stuff, so we’ll offer a quick précis to bring you up to speed.

• Space Goats on Acid is a collection of 5555 beautiful NFT on Solana blockchain

• Incredible art from the amazing mind of Ed Merlin Murray layered algorithmically

• Traditional illustrator/artist with huge social following 

• High quality lossless image download available for each NFT

• Rare subsets including animated, space and illusory portals

• Incredible 3D Cosmic Experience NFT can be created by combining certain Space Goats

• VR enabled browser based 3D experiential NFT

• SPL token $CAPRA enables exclusive access to the sale and is used in the Experience

• Solid core team with new additions in 3D, marketing and economics teams

• Reinvestment in the project following initial mint

• Upcoming tokenomics white paper around $CAPRA SPL tokens

• Sharing the profit with MAPS charity to help in psychedelic research for mental health

• 25% of secondary sales to go into community vault with upcoming sharing features

• Collaborations with great and exciting projects on Solana

• Corresponding set of rarity tools on the website

• Roadmap of upcoming plans and developments (check in this document for more details)

• Fluxus Collective brining exciting traditional artists to the NFT world

• Early access for upcoming exciting Fluxus Collective drops granted to Space Goat holders

Concluding the conclusion to avoid confusion

So there we have it. I hope you like the project, the art and the vision we have as a team. If you want 

to get involved you’re going to have to get some $CAPRA. Look out for the upcoming contests and 

sneaky give-aways on twitter and discord.

If you are a member of existing DAO, potential collaborators, or looking for exclusive access for 

your group please get in touch.

Space Goats NFT@S_G_O_A_T spacegoatsonacid.com

https://t.co/jPIzCroNFl
https://twitter.com/S_G_O_A_T
https://spacegoatsonacid.com

